ABSTRACT

Contractors have more riskiness of work accidents, since the contractors are rude and uneducated workers than the permanent employees, besides they know less the information and knowledge about work accidents security also directly involved in the work, so caused danger. Therefore, a program is done which called as CSMS (Contractor Safety Management System). The purpose of this research is to learn the application of CSMS (Contractor Safety Management System) as a work accident prevention efforts in PT. Pertamina Refinery Unit IV Cilacap.

Based on the design of the research, this research used descriptive research, it was reviewed include time of cross sectional. The respondents of the research was 9 workers, consists of one worker for each unit (Department). The variables are CSMS work accident also this research used secondary data.

The results of the application of CSMS in PT. Pertamina Refinery Unit IV Cilacap that the CSMS goes greatly, but on the stage of Risk Assessment, Selection, Pre-Job Activity, Work in Progress, and Final evaluation are lacking. The number of work accidents that happened after CSMS started is that because of the system implementation which is not appropriate.

Suggestions for PT. Pertamina Refinery Unit IV Cilacap is a more disciplining workers will regulations, be tightened again in the JSA and working procedures that apply.
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